Dear People of America,
On January 6, 2021, the deciding line was declared operational.
The line is the decision point.
The decision to be made is what controls our country and the People.
The People’s law of our Bill of Rights and the constitutions they control, or the SYSTEMITES
forcing their special class of managers over We the People as human capital Human Capital is a
King’s nice way of describing SLAVES OR SUBJECTS.
COMMENT ON CURRENT CONFUSED CIRCUMSTANCE
Basic common sense, logic, application of fundamental law decides the ELECTION ISSUE with
one question and one declaration of fact. Then the ultimate issue is exposed!
How does an orderly transfer of Presidential powers take place when based on an election
process with fraud being associated to the outcome? Once a fraud, always a fraud.
There is only one duly elected President, Donald Trump!
That fact can-not change in the current circumstance no matter what anyone says or does…With
the exception of Donald Trump.
If Donald Trump turns Presidential powers and office over to fraud beneficiary Joe Biden, is that
a lawful act or a breach of duties, a high crime, upon the People and our law of the Bill of Rights
which control our Constitution?
Why are the only things in discussion across the full spectrum of reporting, news, punditry the
acts of corrupt individuals and their perversions of the fundamental principles creating the
special class of managers over human capital? (of course the human capital being the American
People.)
Why is every so called white hat, patriot, internet guru, alleged good guy attorney afraid to file
criminal complaints, properly structured Civil Rights Civil Actions which apply the laws as
written?
My understanding exposes two reasons;
Everyone is afraid of the law being applied properly.
Fear of touching the law is caused by the belief that once the law is touched it attaches to those
applying it.

Thus, the secret squirrel world of special access to world of assumptions and conjecture controls.
Assumptions are always destroyed by facts and law being present.
Government systems, all man created systems are artificial entities. No man created system has
any power until moved in to action by those serving them.
Then those attached by the system must agree to be subject, or Slavery is the result.
Thus the SYSTEMITE is the root problem.
No free will choice = Slavery!

SYSTEMITE:
One who serves the system that trained them without care or understanding of
the legitimacy or illegitimacy of the system served.
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